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Wastelands 2: More Stories of
the Apocalypse John Joseph Adams
2015-02-24 IT’S THE END OF
THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT...
For decades, the apocalypse and
its aftermath have yielded some of
the most exciting short stories of
all time. From David Brin’s seminal
“The Postman” to Hugh Howey’s
“Deep Blood Kettle” and
Tananarive Due’s prescient
“Patient Zero,” the end of the
world continues to thrill. This
companion volume to the
critically acclaimed
WASTELANDS offers thirty of
zoes-tale-old-mans-war-4-john-scalzi

the finest examples of postapocalyptic short fiction, with
works by: Ann Aguirre Megan
Arkenberg Paolo Bacigalupi
Christopher Barzak Lauren Beukes
David Brin Orson Scott Card
Junot D az Cory Doctorow
Tananarive Due Toiya Kristen
Finley Milo James Fowler Maria
Dahvana Headley Hugh Howey
Keffy R. M. Kehrli Jake Kerr Nancy
Kress Joe R. Lansdale George R. R.
Martin Jack McDevitt Seanan
McGuire Maureen F. McHugh D.
Thomas Minton Rudy Rucker &
Bruce Sterling Ramsey Shehadeh
Robert Silverberg Rachel Swirsky
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Genevieve Valentine James Van Pelt
Christie Yant Award-winning
editor John Joseph Adams has once
again assembled a who’s who of
short fiction, and the result is
nothing short of mind-blowing.
The Human Division #1: The B-Team
John Scalzi 2013-01-15 The
opening episode of The Human
Division, John Scalzi's new
thirteen-episode novel in the world
of his bestselling Old Man's War.
Beginning on January 15, 2013, a
new episode of The Human Division
will appear in e-book form every
Tuesday. Colonial Union
Ambassador Ode Abumwe and her
team are used to life on the lower
end of the diplomatic ladder. But
when a high-profile diplomat goes
missing, Abumwe and her team are
last minute replacements on a
mission critical to the Colonial
Union's future. As the team works
to pull off their task, CDF
Lieutenant Harry Wilson
discovers there's more to the
story of the missing diplomats
than anyone expected...a secret
that could spell war for
humanity. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The End of All Things: Old Man's
War Book 6 John Scalzi
2015-09-01 Humans expanded
into space, discovering multiple
alien species. But these were enemies
zoes-tale-old-mans-war-4-john-scalzi

not allies, their forces were bent
on our destruction. Thus was the
Colonial Union formed, to protect
us from a hostile universe. And
Earth's excess population became
its colonists and soldiers. It was
a good arrangement - for the
Colonial Union. Then the Earth
said no more. Now the Colonial
Union is living on borrowed time
before its defence forces are
fatally depleted. Then struggling
human colonies will be vulnerable,
easy prey for alien species eager
for humanity's ruin. And there's
another problem. A group lurks in
the darkness of space, playing
human and alien factions against
one another. They'll even target
their own kind and their reasons
are unfathomable. In this
collapsing universe, Lieutenant
Harry Wilson and Colonial Union
diplomats race to discover who's
behind these attacks. They must
also seek peace with an angry
Earth, and keep humanity's union
intact. The alternatives are
oblivion, extinction - and the end
of all things. PRAISE FOR THE
OLD MAN'S WAR SERIES "Clever
dialogue, fast-paced story and
strong characters." The Times
"Great fun" Daily Telegraph
The Human Division #11: A Problem
of Proportion John Scalzi
2013-03-26 The eleventh episode
of The Human Division, John
Scalzi's new thirteen-episode novel
in the world of his bestselling
Old
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Man's War. Beginning on January
15, 2013, a new episode of The
Human Division will appear in ebook form every Tuesday. A secret
backdoor meeting between
Ambassador Ode Abumwe and the
Conclave's Hafte Sorvalh turns
out to be less than secret as both
of their ships are attacked. It's a
surprise to both teams—but it's
the identity of the attacker that
is the real surprise, and suggests a
threat to both humanity and The
Conclave. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The Last Colony John Scalzi
2007-04-17 Retired from his
fighting days, John Perry is now
village ombudsman for a human
colony on distant Huckleberry.
With his wife, former Special
Forces warrior Jane Sagan, he
farms several acres, adjudicates
local disputes, and enjoys
watching his adopted daughter
grow up. That is, until his and
Jane's past reaches out to bring
them back into the game--as
leaders of a new human colony, to
be peopled by settlers from all the
major human worlds, for a deep
political purpose that will put
Perry and Sagan back in the thick
of interstellar politics, betrayal,
and war. Old Man's War Series #1
Old Man’s War #2 The Ghost
Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4
zoes-tale-old-mans-war-4-john-scalzi

Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human Division
#6 The End of All Things Short
fiction: “After the Coup” Other
Tor Books The Android’s Dream
Agent to the Stars Your Hate
Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation
Redshirts Lock In The Collapsing
Empire (forthcoming) At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Lock In John Scalzi 2015-08-04 A
blazingly inventive near-future
thriller from the best-selling,
Hugo Award-winning John Scalzi.
Not too long from today, a new,
highly contagious virus makes its
way across the globe. Most who
get sick experience nothing worse
than flu, fever and headaches. But
for the unlucky one percent - and
nearly five million souls in the
United States alone - the disease
causes "Lock In": Victims fully
awake and aware, but unable to
move or respond to stimulus. The
disease affects young, old, rich,
poor, people of every color and
creed. The world changes to meet
the challenge. A quarter of a
century later, in a world shaped
by what's now known as "Haden's
syndrome," rookie FBI agent Chris
Shane is paired with veteran agent
Leslie Vann. The two of them are
assigned what appears to be a
Haden-related murder at the
Watergate Hotel, with a suspect
who is an "integrator"
- someone
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who can let the locked in borrow
their bodies for a time. If the
Integrator was carrying a Haden
client, then naming the suspect for
the murder becomes that much more
complicated. But "complicated"
doesn't begin to describe it. As
Shane and Vann began to unravel
the threads of the murder, it
becomes clear that the real
mystery - and the real crime - is
bigger than anyone could have
imagined. The world of the locked
in is changing, and with the change
comes opportunities that the
ambitious will seize at any cost.
The investigation that began as a
murder case takes Shane and Vann
from the halls of corporate power
to the virtual spaces of the
locked in, and to the very heart of
an emerging, surprising new human
culture. It's nothing you could
have expected.
Metatropolis John Scalzi
2010-06-08 Five original tales
set in a shared urban future—from
some of the hottest young writers
in modern SF A strange man comes
to an even stranger encampment...a
bouncer becomes the linchpin of an
unexpected urban movement...a
courier on the run has to decide
who to trust in a dangerous
city...a slacker in a "zerofootprint" town gets a most
unusual new job...and a weapons
investigator uses his skills to
discover a metropolis hidden right
in front of his eyes. Welcome to
zoes-tale-old-mans-war-4-john-scalzi

the future of cities. Welcome to
Metatropolis. More than an
anthology, Metatropolis is the
brainchild of five of science
fiction's hottest
writers—Elizabeth Bear, Tobias
Buckell, Jay Lake, Karl Schroeder,
and project editor John Scalzi—who combined their talents to
build a new urban future, and then
wrote their own stories in this
collectively-constructed world.
The results are individual glimpses
of a shared vision, and a reading
experience unlike any you've had
before. Old Man's War Series #1
Old Man’s War #2 The Ghost
Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4
Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human Division
#6 The End of All Things Short
fiction: “After the Coup” Other
Tor Books The Android’s Dream
Agent to the Stars Your Hate
Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation
Redshirts Lock In The Collapsing
Empire (forthcoming) At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The Wisdom of Crowds James
Surowiecki 2005-08-16 In this
fascinating book, New Yorker
business columnist James
Surowiecki explores a deceptively
simple idea: Large groups of people
are smarter than an elite few, no
matter how brilliant—better at
solving problems, fostering
innovation, coming toDownloaded
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decisions, even predicting the
future. With boundless erudition
and in delightfully clear prose,
Surowiecki ranges across fields as
diverse as popular culture,
psychology, ant biology,
behavioral economics, artificial
intelligence, military history, and
politics to show how this simple
idea offers important lessons for
how we live our lives, select our
leaders, run our companies, and
think about our world.
The Ghost Brigades: Old Man's
War Book 2 John Scalzi
2008-02-01 Hard-core science
fiction at its very best, the sequel
to his extraordinary Old Man's
War They are the special wing of
the Colonial Defence Forces, elite
troops created from DNA of the
dead and turned into the perfect
soldiers for the CDF's toughest
operations. The universe is a
dangerous place for humanity, as
three hostile races combine to
halt our further expansion into
space. Their linchpin is a turncoat
scientist, Charles Boutin, who
unfortunately knows the CDF's
biggest military secrets. And to
prevail against this alliance, they
must find out why Boutin did what
he did. Jared Dirac is the only human
able to provide answers, being a
superhuman hybrid created form
Boutin's own DNA. Jared's brain
should therefore be able to access
Boutin's electronic memories ... but
when that appears to fail, Jared is
zoes-tale-old-mans-war-4-john-scalzi

instead passed on to the Ghost
Brigades. Then, just as time is
running out, Boutin's memories
slowly begin to surface within him
... but all this while the enemy is
planning something much worse for
mankind than just military defeat.
PRAISE FOR THE OLD MAN'S
WAR SERIES "Clever dialogue,
fast-paced story and strong
characters." The Times "Great
fun" Daily Telegraph
The Consuming Fire John Scalzi
2018-10-16 New York Times Best
Seller USA Today Best Seller
io9's New Sci-Fi and Fantasy
Books You Need to Put On Your
Radar This Fall Kirkus' SF/F
Books to Watch Out for in 2018
Popular Mechanics Best Books of
2018 (So Far) Goodreads' Most
Anticipated Fantasy and Science
Fiction Books The Consuming
Fire—the New York Times and USA
Today bestselling sequel to the
2018 Hugo Award Best Novel
finalist and 2018 Locus Awardwinning The Collapsing Empire—an
epic space-opera novel in the
bestselling Interdependency series,
from the Hugo Award-winning and
New York Times bestselling author
John Scalzi The
Interdependency—humanity’s
interstellar empire—is on the verge
of collapse. The extra-dimensional
conduit that makes travel between
the stars possible is disappearing,
leaving entire systems and human
civilizations stranded.
Emperox
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Grayland II of the Interdependency
is ready to take desperate
measures to help ensure the
survival of billions. But arrayed
before her are those who believe
the collapse of the Flow is a
myth—or at the very least an
opportunity to an ascension to
power. While Grayland prepares
for disaster, others are prepare
for a civil war. A war that will
take place in the halls of power,
the markets of business and the
altars of worship as much as it
will between spaceships and
battlefields. The Emperox and her
allies are smart and resourceful,
as are her enemies. Nothing about
this will be easy... and all of
humanity will be caught in its
consuming fire. The Interdependency
Series 1. The Collapsing Empire 2.
The Consuming Fire At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The Ghost Brigades John Scalzi
2007-04-01 The Ghost Brigades
are the Special Forces of the
Colonial Defense Forces, elite
troops created from the DNA of
the dead and turned into the
perfect soldiers for the CDF's
toughest operations. They're
young, they're fast and strong,
and they're totally without
normal human qualms. The universe
is a dangerous place for
humanity—and it's about to
zoes-tale-old-mans-war-4-john-scalzi

become far more dangerous. Three
races that humans have clashed
with before have allied to halt
our expansion into space. Their
linchpin: the turncoat military
scientist Charles Boutin, who
knows the CDF's biggest military
secrets. To prevail, the CDF must
find out why Boutin did what he
did. Jared Dirac is the only human
who can provide answers -- a
superhuman hybrid, created from
Boutin's DNA, Jared's brain should
be able to access Boutin's
electronic memories. But when the
memory transplant appears to
fail, Jared is given to the Ghost
Brigades. At first, Jared is a
perfect soldier, but as Boutin's
memories slowly surface, Jared
begins to intuit the reason's for
Boutin's betrayal. As Jared
desperately hunts for his "father,"
he must also come to grips with
his own choices. Time is running
out: The alliance is preparing its
offensive, and some of them plan
worse things than humanity's mere
military defeat... Old Man's War
Series #1 Old Man’s War #2 The
Ghost Brigades #3 The Last
Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The
Human Division #6 The End of All
Things Short fiction: “After the
Coup” Other Tor Books The
Android’s Dream Agent to the
Stars Your Hate Mail Will Be
Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts
Lock In The Collapsing Empire
(forthcoming) At theDownloaded
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request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Singularity Ian Douglas
2012-02-28 Humankind’s vast
intergalactic power struggle and
future war to bring down an
insidious evil alien empire reaches
an explosive, page-turning climax
in Ian Douglas’s Singularity, the
third book in his New York Times
bestselling Star Carrier series.
Blisteringly exciting military
science fiction in the vein of the hit
TV series “Battlestar
Galactica,” Singularity pits
determined space soldiers against a
powerful race of creatures bent
upon the total annihilation of a
human race on the brink of
technological transcendence. A
notable descendant of such
classic military sf novels as Joe
Haldeman’s The Forever War and
Starship Troopers by Robert
Heinlein, Singularity will not
disappoint author Douglas’s
every-growing legion of fans as it
conquers Jack Campbell, Rick
Shelley, John Ringo, David Sherman
and Dan Cragg loyalists as well.
Questions for a Soldier John
Scalzi 2005-12-01 A tale set in
the world of his debut novel, OLD
MAN'S WAR. Published as a signed
limited edition chapbook.
Your Hate Mail Will Be Graded
John Scalzi 2010-01-05 On
September 13, 1998, John Scalzi
zoes-tale-old-mans-war-4-john-scalzi

sat down in front of his computer
to write the first entry in his blog
Whatever--and changed the
history of the Internet as we know
it today. What, you're not
swallowing that one? Okay, fine:
He started writing Whatever and
amused about 15 people that first
day. If that many. But he kept at
it, for ten years and running. Now
40,000 people drop by on a daily
basis to see what he's got to say.
About what? Well, about
whatever: Politics, writing,
family, war, popular culture and
cats (especially with bacon on
them). Sometimes he's funny.
Sometimes he's serious (mostly he's
sarcastic). Sometimes people agree
with him. Sometimes they send him
hate mail, which he grades on
originality and sends back. Along
the way, Scalzi's become a bestselling, award-winning author, a
father, and a geek celebrity. But no
matter what, there's always
another Whatever post to amuse
and/or enrage his readers. Your
Hate Mail Will Be Graded
collects some of the best and
most popular Whatever entries
from the first ten years of the
blog – a decade of Whatever,
presented in delightfully random
form, just as it should be. *
Winner of the 2009 Hugo Award
for Best Non-Fiction Book *
Introduction by Star Trek actor
Wil Wheaton Old Man's War
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Ghost Brigades #3 The Last
Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The
Human Division #6 The End of All
Things Short fiction: “After the
Coup” Other Tor Books The
Android’s Dream Agent to the
Stars Your Hate Mail Will Be
Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts
Lock In The Collapsing Empire
(forthcoming) At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The Hot Gate John Ringo
2011-05-01 The fight to free the
Earth from alien domination began
in Live Free or Die, and continued in
Citadel. Now Tyler Vernon, and
his troops aboard the gigantic
battle station Troy, face a
desperate battle with the forces
of galactic tyranny. And the very
survival of the Earth and its
people is not all that is at stake.
The galaxy itself must choose to
live free or die-and if the tyrants
win this battle, darkness will fall
across the galaxy for millennia to
come. At the publisher's request,
this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management).
The Human Division #2: Walk the
Plank John Scalzi 2013-01-22
The second episode of The Human
Division, John Scalzi's new
thirteen-episode novel in the world
of his bestselling Old Man's War.
Beginning on January 15, 2013, a
new episode of The Human Division
zoes-tale-old-mans-war-4-john-scalzi

will appear in e-book form every
Tuesday. Wildcat colonies are
illegal, unauthorized and
secret—so when an injured
stranger shows up at the wildcat
colony New Seattle, the colony
leaders are understandably
suspicious of who he is and what
he represents. His story of how
he's come to their colony is
shocking, surprising, and might have
bigger consequences than anyone
could have expected. At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Some Golden Harbor David Drake
2006-09-01 With the war
continuing between the Republic of
Cinnabar and the tyrannical
Alliance, Daniel Leary, recently
promoted to commander, and his
crew are given the task of
preventing Dunbar's World from
falling to an invasion by the
planet Pellegrino, despite the
heavy odds against them.
The Dispatcher John Scalzi
2017-05-31 One day, not long
from now, it becomes almost
impossible to murder anyone - 999
times out of a thousand, anyone
who is intentionally killed comes
back. How? We don't know. But it
changes everything: war, crime,
daily life. Tony Valdez is a
Dispatcher - a licensed, bonded
professional whose job is to
humanely dispatch those
whose
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circumstances put them in death's
crosshairs, so they can have a
second chance to avoid the reaper.
But when a fellow Dispatcher and
former friend is apparently
kidnapped, Tony learns that there
are some things that are worse
than death, and that some people
are ready to do almost anything
to avenge what they see as a
wrong. It's a race against time for
Valdez to find his friend before it's
too late...before not even a
Dispatcher can save him.
Redshirts John Scalzi 2012-06-05
Ensign Andrew Dahl has just been
assigned to the Universal Union
Capital Ship Intrepid, flagship of
the Universal Union since the year
2456. It's a prestige posting, and
Andrew is thrilled all the more to
be assigned to the ship's
Xenobiology laboratory. Life
couldn't be better...until Andrew
begins to pick up on the fact that
(1) every Away Mission involves
some kind of lethal confrontation
with alien forces, (2) the ship's
captain, its chief science officer,
and the handsome Lieutenant
Kerensky always survive these
confrontations, and (3) at least
one low-ranked crew member is,
sadly, always killed. Not
surprisingly, a great deal of
energy below decks is expendedon
avoiding, at all costs, being
assigned to an Away Mission. Then
Andrew stumbles on information
that completely transforms his
zoes-tale-old-mans-war-4-john-scalzi

and his colleagues' understanding
of what the starship Intrepid
really is...and offers them a crazy,
high-risk chance to save their own
lives. Redshirts is the winner of the
2013 Hugo Award for Best
Novel. Old Man's War Series #1
Old Man’s War #2 The Ghost
Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4
Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human Division
#6 The End of All Things Short
fiction: “After the Coup” Other
Tor Books The Android’s Dream
Agent to the Stars Your Hate
Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation
Redshirts Lock In The Collapsing
Empire (forthcoming) At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The Lost Fleet: Dauntless 2006
Returning from survival
hibernation and assuming the
command of the Alliance fleet,
legendary hero Captain John
"Black Jack" Geary must retrieve
the stolen Syndic hypernet key to
save the Alliance from
destruction at the hands of the
Syndics. Original.
Head On John Scalzi 2018-04-17
"As much as Scalzi has the
scientific creativity of a Michael
Crichton, he also has the
procedural chops of a Stephen J.
Canell to craft a whodunit with
buddy-cop charm and suspects
aplenty—most of them in someone
else's body." —USA Downloaded
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Scalzi returns with Head On, the
standalone follow-up to the New
York Times bestselling and
critically acclaimed Lock In.
Chilling near-future SF with the
thrills of a gritty cop
procedural, Head On brings
Scalzi's trademark snappy
dialogue and technological
speculation to the future world
of sports. Hilketa is a frenetic and
violent pastime where players
attack each other with swords
and hammers. The main goal of the
game: obtain your opponent’s head
and carry it through the
goalposts. With flesh and bone
bodies, a sport like this would be
impossible. But all the players are
“threeps,” robot-like bodies
controlled by people with Haden’s
Syndrome, so anything goes. No
one gets hurt, but the brutality is
real and the crowds love it. Until
a star athlete drops dead on the
playing field. Is it an accident or
murder? FBI Agents and Hadenrelated crime investigators, Chris
Shane and Leslie Vann, are called
in to uncover the truth—and in
doing so travel to the darker side
of the fast-growing sport of
Hilketa, where fortunes are made
or lost, and where players and
owners do whatever it takes to
win, on and off the field. At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Old Man's War John Scalzi
2005-12-27 John Perry did two
things on his 75th birthday. First
he visited his wife's grave. Then he
joined the army. The good news is
that humanity finally made it into
interstellar space. The bad news is
that planets fit to live on are
scarce—and alien races willing to
fight us for them are common. So:
we fight. To defend Earth, and to
stake our own claim to planetary
real estate. Far from Earth, the
war has been going on for decades:
brutal, bloody, unyielding. Earth
itself is a backwater. The bulk of
humanity's resources are in the
hands of the Colonial Defense
Force. Everybody knows that when
you reach retirement age, you can
join the CDF. They don't want
young people; they want people
who carry the knowledge and
skills of decades of living. You'll
be taken off Earth and never
allowed to return. You'll serve
two years at the front. And if
you survive, you'll be given a
generous homestead stake of your
own, on one of our hard-won
colony planets. John Perry is
taking that deal. He has only the
vaguest idea what to expect.
Because the actual fight, lightyears from home, is far, far harder
than he can imagine—and what he
will become is far stranger. Old
Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s
War #2 The Ghost Brigades #3
The Last Colony #4Downloaded
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#5 The Human Division #6 The End
of All Things Short fiction:
“After the Coup” Other Tor
Books The Android’s Dream Agent
to the Stars Your Hate Mail Will
Be Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts
Lock In The Collapsing Empire
(forthcoming)
The Human Division John Scalzi
2013-05-14 Following the
events of The Last Colony, John
Scalzi tells the story of the fight
to maintain the unity of the human
race. The people of Earth now
know that the human Colonial
Union has kept them ignorant of
the dangerous universe around
them. For generations the CU had
defended humanity against hostile
aliens, deliberately keeping Earth
an ignorant backwater and a
source of military recruits. Now
the CU's secrets are known to all.
Other alien races have come on the
scene and formed a new
alliance—an alliance against the
Colonial Union. And they've
invited the people of Earth to join
them. For a shaken and betrayed
Earth, the choice isn't obvious or
easy. Against such possibilities,
managing the survival of the
Colonial Union won't be easy,
either. It will take diplomatic
finesse, political cunning...and a
brilliant "B Team," centered on the
resourceful Lieutenant Harry
Wilson, that can be deployed to
deal with the unpredictable and
unexpected things the universe

throws at you when you're
struggling to preserve the unity
of the human race. Being published
online from January to April 2013
as a three-month digital serial,
The Human Division will appear as
a full-length novel of the Old
Man's War universe, plus—for the
first time in print—the first tale
of Lieutenant Harry Wilson, and a
coda that wasn't part of the
digital serialization. Old Man's
War Series #1 Old Man’s War #2
The Ghost Brigades #3 The Last
Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5 The
Human Division #6 The End of All
Things Short fiction: “After the
Coup” Other Tor Books The
Android’s Dream Agent to the
Stars Your Hate Mail Will Be
Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts
Lock In The Collapsing Empire
(forthcoming) At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The Quiet War Paul Mcauley
2009-12-04 Twenty-third
century Earth, ravaged by climate
change, looks backwards to the
holy ideal of a pre-industrial Eden.
Political power has been grabbed
by a few powerful families and
their green saints. Millions of
people are imprisoned in teeming
cities; millions more labour on
Pharaonic projects to rebuild
ruined ecosystems. On the moons
of Jupiter and Saturn,
the Outers,
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descendants of refugees from
Earth's repressive regimes, have
constructed a wild variety of
self-sufficient cities and
settlements: scientific utopias
crammed with exuberant creations
of the genetic arts; the last
outposts of every kind of
democratic tradition. The fragile
detente between the Outer cities
and the dynasties of Earth is
threatened by the ambitions of the
rising generation of Outers, who
want to break free of their cosy,
inward-looking pocket paradises,
colonise the rest of the Solar
System, and drive human evolution
in a hundred new directions. On
Earth, many demand pre-emptive
action against the Outers before
it's too late; others want to
exploit the talents of their
scientists and gene wizards. Amid
campaigns for peace and
reconciliation, political
machinations, crude displays of
military might, and espionage by
cunningly wrought agents, the
two branches of humanity edge
towards war...
Zoe's Tale: Old Man's War Book 4
John Scalzi 2009-08-01 SHE
WON'T GO DOWN WITHOUT A
FIGHT It's not every day you up
sticks and move to another world.
But then, Zo Boutin-Perry's life
has never been ordinary. She's the
adopted teenage daughter of two
former super-soldiers. She's also a
holy icon to a race of alien

warriors who track her every
move. So she's used to the quirks
of being a human in space. However,
this time something's different.
Betrayed by the authorities, Zo along with her parents and fellow
colonists - finds herself stranded
on a deadly pioneer planet. The
Colonial Union has also set them
up as a target for hostile alien
action. Zo must become a player
(and a pawn) in an interstellar
battle, which will determine the
fate of humanity. Her father's side
of this story was told in The
Last Colony, but Zoe's Tale
reveals a whole new dimension. It's
a story you may think you know,
but you don't really know it at
all. PRAISE FOR THE OLD MAN'S
WAR SERIES "Clever dialogue,
fast-paced story and strong
characters." The Times "Great
fun" Daily Telegraph
Final Days Nathan Hystad
2020-06-06 The countdown to
the end of the world has begun.A
mysterious convergence of
natural disasters threatens to
destroy life as we know it, and
people across the United States
are going missing. With no one left
to investigate, Special Agent
Kendra Baker takes the case, trying
to solve the disappearances before
she's out of time.Among those
abducted is Valeria Miller, the
daughter of ex-Marine Corporal
Andrew Miller, and he'll stop at
nothing to find her.With
the help
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of an unstable conspiracy
theorist, they find themselves on
the trail of a reclusive billionaire
who just might have all the
answers.As the natural
catastrophes escalate and the
evacuations commence, it becomes
a race against the clock to find
the abductees before it's too
late.Final Days is a doomsday
science fiction thriller, written by
Jasper T. Scott and Nathan
Hystad.Also available on Audible,
narrated by the award-winning
Ray Porter (We Are Legion,
Galaxy's Edge, 14).
Fuzzy Nation John Scalzi
2011-05-10 From New York Times
bestseller and Hugo Award-winner
John Scalzi, an extraordinary
retelling of the SF classic Little
Fuzzy ZaraCorp holds the right to
extract unlimited resources from
the verdant planet
Zarathustra—as long as the
planet is certifiably free of native
sentients. So when an outback
prospector discovers a species of
small, appealing bipeds who might
well turn out to be intelligent,
language-using beings, it's a race
to stop the corporation from
"eliminating the problem," which is
to say, eliminating the
Fuzzies—wide-eyed and
ridiculously cute small, and
furry—who are as much people as
we are. Other Tor Books The
Android’s Dream Agent to the
Stars Your Hate Mail Will Be

Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts 1.
Lock In 2. Head On The
Interdepency Sequence 1. The
Collapsing Empire 2. The Consuming
Fire Old Man's War Series 1. Old
Man’s War 2. The Ghost Brigades
3. The Last Colony 4. Zoe’s Tale
5. The Human Division 6. The End of
All Things At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Flashforward Robert J. Sawyer
2014-05-06 Robert J. Sawyer's
award-winning science fiction has
garnered both popular and critical
acclaim. The New York Times Book
Review called Frameshift "filled to
bursting with ideas, characters
and incidents." His novels are
fixtures on the Hugo and Nebula
ballots. Sawyer now brings us
Flashforward, the story of a
world-shattering discovery. In
pursuit of an elusive nuclear
particle, an experiment goes
incredibly awry, and, for a few
moments, the consciousness of the
entire human race is thrown ahead
by about twenty years. As the
implications truly hit home, the
pressure to repeat the experiment
builds. Everyone wants a glimpse
of their future, a chance to
flashforward and see their
successes ... or learn how to
avoid their failures. Winner of the
Aurora Award and the basis for
the hit ABC television
series. At
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the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The Human Division #9: The
Observers John Scalzi
2013-03-12 The ninth episode of
The Human Division, John Scalzi's
new thirteen-episode novel in the
world of his bestselling Old Man's
War. Beginning on January 15,
2013, a new episode of The Human
Division will appear in e-book form
every Tuesday. In an effort to
improve relations with the Earth,
the Colonial Union has invited a
contingent of diplomats from that
planet to observe Ambassador
Abumwe negotiate a trade deal
with an alien species. Then
something very bad happens to one
of the Earthings, and with that,
the relationship between
humanity's two factions is on the
cusp of disruption once more. It's a
race to find out what really
happened, and who is to blame. At
the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Old Man's War Series John Scalzi
2016-12-27 This discounted
ebundle includes: Old Man's War,
The Ghost Brigades, The Last
Colony, Zoe’s Tale, The Human
Division, The End of All Things
New York Times bestselling author
John Scalzi takes you on an epic
romp of galactic conquest and

exploration, with some laughs
along the way. "Gripping and
surpassingly original." —Cory
Doctorow Earth itself is a
backwater. The bulk of humanity's
resources are in the hands of the
Colonial Defense Force, which
shields the home planet from too
much knowledge of the situation.
What's known to everybody is
that when you reach retirement
age, you can join the CDF. They
don't want young people; they
want people who carry the
knowledge and skills of decades of
living. You'll be taken off Earth
and never allowed to return.
You'll serve your time at the
front. And if you survive, you'll
be given a generous homestead
stake of your own, on one of our
hard-won colony planets. Old
Man’s War — John Perry did two
things on his 75th birthday. First
he visited his wife's grave. Then he
joined the army, with only the
vaguest idea what to expect.
Because the actual fight is far
more difficult than he can
imagine—and what he will become
is far stranger. The Ghost
Brigades — At first, Jared is a
perfect soldier, but as another
man's memories slowly surface,
Jared begins to intuit the reasons
for their betrayal. Time is running
out: The alliance is preparing its
offensive, and some of them plan
worse things than humanity's mere
military defeat. The Last
Colony
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— Retired from his fighting days,
John Perry and his wife, Jane, are
pulled back into the political
arena, and into the thick of
interstellar politics, betrayal,
and war. Zoe’s Tale — Zoe Boutin
Perry: A colonist stranded on a
deadly pioneer world. Holy icon to
a race of aliens. A player (and a
pawn) in an interstellar chess
match to save humanity, or to see
it fall. Witness to history. Friend.
Daughter. Human. Seventeen years
old. The Human Division — The
CU's secrets are known to all.
Other alien races have come on the
scene and formed a new
alliance—an alliance against the
Colonial Union. And they've
invited the people of Earth to join
them. For a shaken and betrayed
Earth, the choice isn't obvious or
easy. The End of All Things — CDF
Lieutenant Harry Wilson and the
Colonial Union diplomats he
works with race against the clock
to discover who is behind attacks
on the Union and on alien races, to
seek peace with a suspicious, angry
Earth, and keep humanity's union
intact...or else risk oblivion, and
extinction—and the end of all
things. Old Man's War Series #1
Old Man’s War #2 The Ghost
Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4
Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human Division
#6 The End of All Things Short
fiction: “After the Coup” Other
Tor Books The Android’s Dream
Agent to the Stars Your Hate

Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation
Redshirts Lock In At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Metatropolis John Scalzi
2013-11-19 Five original tales
set in a shared urban future—from
some of the hottest young writers
in modern SF More than an
anthology, Metatropolis is the
brainchild of five of science
fiction's hottest
writers—Elizabeth Bear, Tobias
Buckell, Jay Lake, Karl Schroeder,
and project editor John Scalzi—who combined their talents to
build a new urban future, and then
wrote their own stories in this
collectively-constructed world.
The results are individual glimpses
of a shared vision, and a reading
experience unlike any you've had
before. A strange man comes to an
even stranger encampment...a
bouncer becomes the linchpin of an
unexpected urban movement...a
courier on the run has to decide
who to trust in a dangerous
city...a slacker in a "zerofootprint" town gets a most
unusual new job...and a weapons
investigator uses his skills to
discover a metropolis hidden right
in front of his eyes. Welcome to
the future of cities. Welcome to
Metatropolis.
Agent to the Stars John Scalzi
2008-10-28 From New
York Times
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bestseller and Hugo Awardwinner, John Scalzi, a gleeful mashup of science fiction and
Hollywood satire The spacefaring Yherajk have come to Earth
to meet us and to begin humanity's
first interstellar friendship.
There's just one problem: They're
hideously ugly and they smell like
rotting fish. So getting humanity's
trust is a challenge. The Yherajk
need someone who can help them
close the deal. Enter Thomas
Stein, who knows something about
closing deals. He's one of
Hollywood's hottest young
agents. But although Stein may
have just concluded the biggest
deal of his career, it's quite
another thing to negotiate for an
entire alien race. To earn his
percentage this time, he's going to
need all the smarts, skills, and
wits he can muster. Other Tor
Books The Android’s Dream Agent
to the Stars Your Hate Mail Will
Be Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts
1. Lock In 2. Head On The
Interdepency Sequence 1. The
Collapsing Empire 2. The Consuming
Fire Old Man's War Series 1. Old
Man’s War 2. The Ghost Brigades
3. The Last Colony 4. Zoe’s Tale
5. The Human Division 6. The End of
All Things At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The Android's Dream John Scalzi

2007-04-01 From New York Times
bestseller and Hugo Award-winner
John Scalzi, a wild-and-woolly
caper novel of interstellar
diplomacy A human diplomat
creates an interstellar incident
when he kills an alien diplomat in a
most . . . unusual . . . way. To
avoid war, Earth's government
must find an equally unusual
object: a type of sheep ("The
Android's Dream"), used in the alien
race's coronation ceremony. To
find the sheep, the government
turns to Harry Creek, ex-cop, war
hero and hacker extraordinare,
who, with the help of a childhood
friend turned artificial intelligence,
scours the earth looking for the
rare creature. But there are
others with plans for the sheep as
well. Mercenaries employed by the
military. Adherents of a secret
religion based on the writings of a
21st century SF author. And alien
races, eager to start a
revolution on their home world
and a war on Earth. To keep our
planet from being enslaved, Harry
will have to pull off a grand
diplomatic coup, a gambit that
will take him from the halls of
power to the lava-strewn
battlefields of alien worlds.
There's only one chance to get it
right, to save the life of the
sheep—and to protect the future
of humanity. Other Tor Books The
Android’s Dream Agent to the
Stars Your Hate Mail
Will Be
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Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts 1.
Lock In 2. Head On The
Interdepency Sequence 1. The
Collapsing Empire 2. The Consuming
Fire Old Man's War Series 1. Old
Man’s War 2. The Ghost Brigades
3. The Last Colony 4. Zoe’s Tale
5. The Human Division 6. The End of
All Things At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Old Man's War John Scalzi
2007-04-01 John Perry did two
things on his 75th birthday. First
he visited his wife's grave. Then he
joined the army. The good news is
that humanity finally made it into
interstellar space. The bad news is
that planets fit to live on are
scarce-and aliens willing to fight
for them are common. The universe,
it turns out, is a hostile place.
So: we fight. To defend Earth (a
target for our new enemies, should
we let them get close enough) and
to stake our own claim to
planetary real estate. Far from
Earth, the war has gone on for
decades: brutal, bloody,
unyielding. Earth itself is a
backwater. The bulk of humanity's
resources are in the hands of the
Colonial Defense Force, which
shields the home planet from too
much knowledge of the situation.
What's known to everybody is
that when you reach retirement
age, you can join the CDF. They

don't want young people; they
want people who carry the
knowledge and skills of decades of
living. You'll be taken off Earth
and never allowed to return.
You'll serve your time at the
front. And if you survive, you'll
be given a generous homestead
stake of your own, on one of our
hard-won colony planets. John
Perry is taking that deal. He has
only the vaguest idea what to
expect. Because the actual fight,
light-years from home, is far, far
harder than he can imagine-and
what he will become is far
stranger. Old Man's War Series
#1 Old Man’s War #2 The Ghost
Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4
Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human Division
#6 The End of All Things Short
fiction: “After the Coup” Other
Tor Books The Android’s Dream
Agent to the Stars Your Hate
Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation
Redshirts Lock In The Collapsing
Empire (forthcoming) At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Redshirts John Scalzi 2013-01-15
Ensign Andrew Dahl has just been
assigned to the Universal Union
Capital Ship Intrepid, flagship of
the Universal Union since the year
2456. It's a prestige posting, with
the chance to serve on "Away
Missions" alongside the starship's
famous senior officers.
Life
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couldn't be better...until Andrew
begins to realize that 1) every
Away Mission involves a lethal
confrontation with alien forces,
2) the ship's senior officers
always survive these
confrontations, and 3) sadly, at
least one low-ranking crew member
is invariably killed. Unsurprisingly,
the savvier crew members below
decks avoid Away Missions at all
costs. Then Andrew stumbles on
information that transforms his
and his colleagues' understanding
of what the starship Intrepid
really is...and offers them a crazy,
high-risk chance to save their own
lives. Redshirts by John Scalzi is
the winner of the 2013 Hugo
Award for Best Novel.
The End of All Things John Scalzi
2015-08-11 Hugo-award winning
author, John Scalzi returns to his
best-selling Old Man's War
universe with The End of All
Things, the direct sequel to
2013's The Human Division Humans
expanded into space...only to find a
universe populated with multiple
alien species bent on their
destruction. Thus was the
Colonial Union formed, to help
protect us from a hostile universe.
The Colonial Union used the Earth
and its excess population for
colonists and soldiers. It was a
good arrangement...for the
Colonial Union. Then the Earth
said: no more. Now the Colonial
Union is living on borrowed time-a

couple of decades at most, before
the ranks of the Colonial Defense
Forces are depleted and the
struggling human colonies are
vulnerable to the alien species
who have been waiting for the first
sign of weakness, to drive
humanity to ruin. And there's
another problem: A group, lurking
in the darkness of space, playing
human and alien against each
other-and against their own kind for their own unknown reasons. In
this collapsing universe, CDF
Lieutenant Harry Wilson and the
Colonial Union diplomats he
works with race against the clock
to discover who is behind attacks
on the Union and on alien races, to
seek peace with a suspicious, angry
Earth, and keep humanity's union
intact...or else risk oblivion, and
extinction-and the end of all
things. Old Man's War Series #1
Old Man’s War #2 The Ghost
Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4
Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human Division
#6 The End of All Things Short
fiction: “After the Coup” Other
Tor Books The Android’s Dream
Agent to the Stars Your Hate
Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation
Redshirts Lock In The Collapsing
Empire At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
After the Coup John Scalzi
2010-07-20 In a universe of
harsh interstellar conflict,
the
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practice of interspecies
diplomacy—when possible—is
important. So being a Colonial
Union officer attached to an
interplanetary diplomatic mission
sometimes means taking a fall.
Literally. John Scalzi's Old Man's
War was one of the most popular
SF debut novels of the last
decade; its sequels are The Ghost
Brigades, The Last Colony,and
Zoe's Tale. Other novels include
The Android's Dream and Agent to
the Stars. His collection of
material from his weblog The
Whatever, Your Hate Mail Will
Be Graded, won the Hugo Award in
2009. He won the John W.
Campbell Award for Best New
Writer in 2006, and was elected
President of the Science Fiction
Writers of America in 2010. At
the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Zoe's Tale John Scalzi
2012-12-21 How do you tell
your part in the biggest tale in
history? I ask because it's what I
have to do. I'm Zoe Boutin Perry: A
colonist stranded on a deadly
pioneer world. Holy icon to a race
of aliens. A player (and a pawn) in
a interstellar chess match to
save humanity, or to see it fall.
Witness to history. Friend.
Daughter. Human. Seventeen years
old. Everyone on Earth knows the
tale I am part of. But you don't

know my tale: How I did what I did
— how I did what I had to do —
not just to stay alive but to keep
you alive, too. All of you. I'm
going to tell it to you now, the
only way I know how: not
straight but true, the whole
thing, to try make you feel what I
felt: the joy and terror and
uncertainty, panic and wonder,
despair and hope. Everything that
happened, bringing us to Earth, and
Earth out of its captivity. All
through my eyes. It's a story you
know. But you don't know it all.
Old Man's War Series #1 Old
Man’s War #2 The Ghost Brigades
#3 The Last Colony #4 Zoe’s
Tale #5 The Human Division #6
The End of All Things Short
fiction: “After the Coup” Other
Tor Books The Android’s Dream
Agent to the Stars Your Hate
Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation
Redshirts Lock In The Collapsing
Empire (forthcoming) At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Old Man's War Boxed Set I John
Scalzi 2014-08-26 New York
Times bestselling author John
Scalzi takes readers on an epic
romp of galactic conquest and
exploration in the Old Man’s War
series. This box set includes: Old
Man's War, The Ghost Brigades,
and The Last Colony Earth itself
is a backwater. The bulk
of
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humanity's resources are in the
hands of the Colonial Defense
Force, which shields the home
planet from too much knowledge
of the situation. What's known
to everybody is that when you
reach retirement age, you can join
the CDF. They don't want young
people; they want people who
carry the knowledge and skills of
decades of living. Old Man’s War
John Perry did two things on his
75th birthday. First he visited his
wife's grave. Then he joined the
army, with only the vaguest idea
what to expect. Because the
actual fight is far more difficult
than he can imagine—and what he
will become is far stranger. The
Ghost Brigades At first, Jared is a
perfect soldier, but as another
man's memories slowly surface,
Jared begins to intuit the reasons
for their betrayal. Time is running
out: The alliance is preparing its
offensive, and some of them plan
worse things than humanity's mere
military defeat. The Last Colony
Retired from his fighting days, John
Perry and his wife, Jane, are pulled
back into the political arena, and
into the thick of interstellar
politics, betrayal, and war. Old
Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s
War #2 The Ghost Brigades #3
The Last Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale
#5 The Human Division #6 The End
of All Things Short fiction:
“After the Coup” At the
Publisher's request, this title is

being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The End of All Things John Scalzi
2016-05-31 Humans expanded
into space only to find a universe
populated with multiple alien
species bent on their destruction.
Thus was the Colonial Union
formed, to help protect us from a
hostile universe. The Colonial
Union used the Earth and its
excess population for colonists
and soldiers. It was a good
arrangement for the Colonial
Union. Then the Earth said: no
more. Now the Colonial Union is
living on borrowed time - a couple
of decades at most, before the
ranks of the Colonial Defense
Forces are depleted and the
struggling human colonies are
vulnerable to the alien species
who have been waiting for the first
sign of weakness, to drive
humanity to ruin. And there's
another problem: A group, lurking
in the darkness of space, playing
human and alien against each other
- and against their own kind - for
their own unknown reasons. In this
collapsing universe, CDF
Lieutenant Harry Wilson and the
Colonial Union diplomats he
works with race against the clock
to discover who is behind attacks
on the Union and on alien races, to
seek peace with a suspicious, angry
Earth, and keep humanity's union
intact or else risk oblivion,
and
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extinction - and the end of all

zoes-tale-old-mans-war-4-john-scalzi

things.
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